The vegetation state can have a prominent influence on the global energy, water and carbon cycles. 9
Introduction

30
Owing to their influence on the partitioning of energy, mass and momentum fluxes between the land 31 surface and the atmosphere, land surface processes have been shown to substantially impact weather 32 forecasting at short and medium rages (Koster et As a fundamental component of a land surface model (LSM), the vegetation layer plays a crucial role 37 in the land-atmosphere exchanges. The vegetation contributes to the evaporation through the plant 38 transpiration and direct evaporation of the plant-intercepted precipitation. In addition, it affects the 39 available surface energy through the radiative transfer within the canopy by modifying the surface 40 albedo (Deardorff 1978) . 41 In most LSMs, the Leaf Area Index (LAI), is used as an indicator of the vegetation state (e.g. 42 greening, mature, senescent, dormant). Traditionally, the LAI was represented through look-up tables 43 dependant on the vegetation type (Viterbo & Beljaars, 1995) . Although its spatial variation was 44 commonly specified according to the biome types, the temporal variation of the LAI was often 45 neglected and sometimes climatological seasonality was introduced together with other major 46 changes. However, the impact of the LAI seasonality could not be assessed (Dorman & Sellers, 1989 ; 47 7 LAI or the albedo data). The optimal combination of these two pieces of information is obtained by 150 minimizing a quadratic cost function J which corresponds to the least-square estimate a V : 151 N is the number of observations and os V is the observation value after the first smoothing process.
165
For the few points where either the observation error is zero or the observation is equal to the 166 climatological value, a 10% error is then adopted. Although this procedure attempts to reasonably 167 characterise the climatological error statistics, it may still hold some caveats given the lack of ground 168 8 truth information at this temporal and spatial scale. For instance the errors coming at each step of the 169 climatology derivation procedure are summarised in one metric ( assume an equal contribution between these two components. 172
To avoid a rough replacement with the climatological data in the case of missing observation and 173 relax non-realistic jumps, a further processing is performed by adding the climatological tendency to 174 the last analysis value assuming the analysis tendency is similar to the climatological one: 175
To summarize, a flowchart of the data processing and analysis procedure is illustrated in Figure 1 . 177
3
Methods to evaluate the impact of near real time albedo and LAI
178
The impact of the assimilation of NRT LAI and albedo is evaluated by focusing on extreme events. 179
We examine the surface fluxes and surface soil moisture derived from CHTESSEL offline simulation 180 as well as on the near-surface air temperature and humidity derived from coupled forecast simulations 181 using the ECMWF IFS. ii. An experiment run where CHTESSEL is constrained using the analysis products of GEOV1 NRT 215 LAI and albedo (SNRT). 216
iii. An experiment run where CHTESSEL is constrained using the analysis products of GEOV1 NRT 217 LAI and albedo data is from climatology (SLAINRT). 218
iv. An experiment run where CHTESSEL is constrained using the analysis products of GEOV1 NRT 219 albedo and LAI data is from climatology (SALBNRT). 220
The different experiment configurations are summarized in Table 1 . In this study, as prognostic 221 vegetation evolution is not used in CHTESSEL, the assimilation of NRT LAI and albedo refers to a 222 direct insertion of the analysed product given that a model background component is not present. 223
The comparison between these experiments allows the evaluation of the impact of using the NRT LAI 224 and albedo with reference to the use of climatology. To be able to detect such an impact, focus is 225 mainly on extreme anomalous year. In this case 2010 was chosen because it holds two known 226 contrasting events: a drought in the Horn of Africa and a wet period in Australia. 227 228
Forecast experiments
229
To evaluate the impact of the assimilation of NRT LAI and albedo on the surface-atmosphere 230 interaction, a series of 3-day forecasts initialised every day from 1 January 2010 00UTC to 31 231 December 2010 00UTC was performed using the different LAI and albedo products. The ECMWF 232 IFS which includes CHTESSEL was used for these forecasts simulations. Given the different time 233 scales between land surface processes and atmosphere, and to avoid spin-up problems related to slow 234 surface processes, the surface initial conditions of each forecast experiments are obtained from the 235 11 corresponding surface offline simulations. The focus is on short-range forecasts which have the 236 advantage that the synoptic situation is in the predictable range. Still, changes in albedo and LAI 237 would have an impact on near-surface atmosphere through radiative forcing and sensible and latent 238 heat flux. Screen-level temperature and moisture can be verified using the analysis, which draws 239 closely to the surface synoptic observations. The model is run with 137 vertical levels at T511 (~40 240 km) horizontal resolution. The experiments configurations are summarized in Table 1 . 241
The assessment of the NRT impact is done for the screen-level temperature and relative humidity 242 through two metrics named hereafter sensitivity and impact: 243
Where subscripts ctl refers to climatological LAI/albedo based forecast, exp refers to NRT 246 LAI/albedo based forecast and "an" refer to the operational analysis. The equivalent quantities are 247 computed for relative humidity. Therefore a positive (negative) sensitivity would mean an increase 248 (decrease) of temperature/relative humidity at the 2-m level due to assimilation of the NRT data. A 249 positive (negative) value of the impact means an increase (reduction) of the 2-m temperature/relative 250 humidity error in comparison to the operational analysis due to the use of the NRT analysis. 251
4
Results of the analysis procedure albedo are more homogeneous than the LAI ones: this is mainly due to the small variability of the 294 broadband albedo compared to LAI in characterizing the land use. The highest differences are 295 associated with high observation errors over snow covered areas and a large illumination angle of 296 high latitudes. This is particularly seen in spring and winter when the analysis draws more closely to 297 the climatology. The lowest differences occur in the summer months ( Figure 4c ) when snow is absent 298 and the observation have more weight. However, the analysed albedo tends to have higher differences 299 with that observed in cloud contaminated area as it is the case for the Indian peninsula and the West-300 African monsoon region. 301
4.2
Inter-annual variability and anomalies in the analysis products
302
Given that the focus of this study is also to check the impact of the assimilated NRT products on the 303 surface fluxes and the near-surface atmospheric variables, a pre-assessment of the difference between 304 the NRT analysis products and their respective own climatologies is necessary. For the sake of 305 completeness and to be able to only extract the NRT effect, new 10-daily climatological data are 306 generated by averaging the analysis products through the whole 1999-2012 period. The result is 307 slightly different from the climatology used in the data assimilation because of the use of error 308
estimates. In the remainder of this paper, reference to climatology is associated to this new product. Focusing on the 2010 extremes events, during the July 2010 Russian heat waves, the LAI was lower 335 than the 10th percentile of the whole 1999-2012 period, while the albedo was between the 70th and 336 90th percentile. In the case of the Horn of Africa drought (November 2010), the LAI was much lower 337 than the 10th percentile whereas the albedo was higher than the 90th percentile. While in the case of 338 the drought recovery over Australia during the same period, the LAI of central Australia was at its 339 maximum and much higher than the 90th percentile and the albedo reached its 10th percentile. This 340 almost direct opposite relation between LAI and albedo in terms of percentiles is not translated in 341 absolute anomalies because LAI variability is higher than the albedo one. 342
The above results confirm that with the assimilation system, the GEOV1 NRT LAI and albedo have 343 smooth and realistic fields that are capable of mimicking their inter-annual variability and correctly 344 detect and monitor extreme events. 345
5
Impact on fluxes and atmospheric forecasts SNRT configurations. The experiment using only the albedo NRT analysis (SALBNRT) shows a 376 minor decrease in both latent and sensible heat fluxes related to a mild increase of the surface albedo 377 (Figure 6b ) which induces a decrease in the net surface radiation. In this case, the increase of the 378 surface albedo is due to the brightening of the surface caused by the drought condition. However, 379 when combined, the NRT LAI and albedo (SNRT), the resultant anomaly signal of both latent ( Figure  380 9b) and sensible heat fluxes (Figure 10b ) is mainly driven by the LAI anomaly. 381
In the case of the wet anomaly over Australia, an opposite behaviour is observed. The LAI positive 382 anomaly in both SNRT and SLAINRT configurations resulted in an increase of the latent heat flux 383 and a decrease of the sensible heat flux, especially over the densely vegetated area in the eastern 384 region. In the central Australia region which is less vegetated, the wet condition led to a decrease of 385 the surface albedo resulting in an increase of the sensible heat flux (SALBNRT and SNRT). This 386 effect was more important than the decrease caused by the LAI anomaly (SLAINRT) due to the small 387 vegetation cover in this region as depicted in (Figure 10) . 388
5.1.3
Comparison with in-situ observations
389
Given the lack of in-situ data over the considered areas for November 2010, an accurate quantitative 390 assessment of the simulated flux differences is not possible. However, a general assessment of the 391 NRT LAI and albedo is performed with the available flux and soil moisture observations using 52 392 FLUXNET sites in 2003 and 523 sites from the ISMN in 2010. The later belongs to 8 networks 393 located over contrasting biomes and climate conditions. 394 Table 2 shows the benchmarking metrics of the model simulations against FLUXNET observations 395 averaged over 52 sites for 2003. In this case, the observation sites were mainly located in Europe and 396
North America. Slightly better agreement with in-situ surface energy and CO 2 fluxes is obtained when 397 NRT data is used, although the magnitude of the improvement is quite small and in some cases may 398 not be within the significance range. For the energy fluxes, the use of the NRT data reduces the latent 399 heat fluxes bias for 69% of the sites used in this comparison. In the case of the sensible heat fluxes, 400 using LAI NRT and albedo NRT reduces the bias for 67% of the sites while when using LAI NRT 401 and albedo climatology the bias is reduced for 75% of the sites. The different simulation results have 402 an equal average correlation over the 52 sites (0.85 for the latent heat flux, 0.74 for the sensible heat 403 flux and 0.82 for the CO 2 flux). However, in terms of the number of sites with improved metrics, the 404 correlation of the gross primary production increased for 57% of the sites when using NRT LAI and 405 albedo and for 63% of the sites when NRT LAI and albedo climatology are used. The comparison 406 between SNRT and SLAINRT related to the use of both NRT LAI and albedo or only LAI NRT 407 respectively suggests that the LAI NRT signal is in general dominant although the albedo NRT tends 408 to reduce the sensible heat flux bias as albedo has a direct impact on this variable. 409
410
Similarly for the soil moisture benchmarking (Table 3) , the signal of the improvement owing to the 411 assimilation of NRT LAI and albedo is quite small although more than 50% of the modelled sites 412 experienced a minor improvement in their correlation with the observed soil moisture. This signal is 413 equally valid for the surface which is evaluated against 523 sites of the ISMN and for the root-zone 414 for which the evaluation is only performed on 58 sites of the USCRN network (Bell et al., 2013 ) 415
given the availability of observations. 416
In addition, it is important to note that the metrics shown represent an average for all the sites 417 considered for a full year. Therefore, the impact of any inter-annual variability or anomaly signal that 418 NRT data may hold in some sites will be diluted with sites having a "climatological" year behaviour. 419
However, at the regional and global scales, an indirect assessment would be feasible by 420 meteorologically evaluating the LAI and albedo NRT analysis impact on near-surface temperature 421 and humidity and precipitation forecasts. proposes an optimal interpolation analysis of the GEOV1 surface albedo and LAI through the 474 combination of the satellite observations and derived climatologies. This assimilation system is able 475 to correct deficiencies in the satellite observation product, especially in high latitudes and snow 476 covered areas as well as in the cloud-contaminated areas. The final products have smoother spatial 477 and temporal evolution, which make them more appropriate for environmental and numerical weather 478 prediction. In addition, although a direct comparison with true observations was not possible due to 479 data availability, we believe that considering the error information within the optimal interpolation 480 system results in a better quality analysis products given that the original GEOV1 products have 481 already been shown to have reasonable accuracy against other global products and sites observations 482 (Fang et al., 2013 and Camacho et al., 2013) . These analysis products are also able to detect extreme 483 21 events where in wet cases the LAI could be well beyond the 90th percentiles and in dry cases it could 484 be below the 10th percentiles of the considered 14 years' time series. This was also the case for the 485 surface albedo but extremes values are in the opposite direction as albedo decreases in wet cases and 486 increases in dry conditions. In addition, the inter-annual variability of LAI and albedo are more 487 pronounced over regions with low vegetation, which could be explained by the impact of the tighter 488 link between the underlying soil moisture and low vegetation growth in comparison with the high 489 vegetation one, as well as the relation with the background soil exposure and cover. 490
Given the important role of LAI and albedo in the radiative forcing and the surface energy and water 491 budgets, it is expected that, compared to the climatological fields, the use of NRT LAI and albedo 492 analysis would have an impact on surface carbon and energy fluxes and subsequently affect the 493 prediction of the near-surface temperature and humidity. To asses such impact, two types of global 494 model experiments (stand-alone surface simulation and medium-range forecasts) were performed 495 using the NRT analysis products. The offline surface runs show that extreme NRT LAI anomalies 496 have a strong impact on the surface energy and CO 2 fluxes, larger than the albedo anomalies which 497 have a smaller range. In addition, an evaluation against in-situ observations showed that a neutral to 498 slightly better fit with in-situ surface soil moisture (from ISMN) and surface energy and CO 2 fluxes 499 (from FLUXNET) can be obtained when using the NRT analysis products although the average signal 500 can be weakened from non-anomalous areas/sites. 501
The evaluation of using the NRT LAI and albedo analysis in forecast runs shows an overall positive 502 impact on the near-surface air temperature and humidity especially in areas where the LAI anomaly is 503 pronounced. In these cases, the near-surface air temperature and humidity errors, both in wet and dry 504 conditions, are reduced. It is also shown that NRT albedo, given its reduced inter-annual variability, 505 has a smaller impact which is mainly seen in wet cases when albedo anomalies are more pronounced. 506
The impact on precipitation fields revealed that in some regions the differences in precipitations 507 fields, evapotranspiration and NRT LAI are correlated. In these regions, the local surface-atmosphere 508 22 interaction is believed to be one of the important drivers for precipitation, however further 509 investigation supported by additional in-situ observation is needed to confirm such hypothesis. 510
The offline surface runs and forecasts experiments confirm the benefit coming from a more realistic 511 treatment of vegetation by the use of NRT LAI and albedo analysis. With NRT analysis products, 512 anomalous years could be detected and surface fluxes were directly affected by their inter-annual 513 variability. The forecast simulation confirmed this positive impact on the near-surface weather 514 parameters and its potential to account for NRT issues such us a rapid change in the LAI due to fast 515 growth or harvest as well as inter-annual variability due to an extreme drought or an extensive snow 516 season that may inhibit growth. 517
However, some caveats on the generality of these results within the ECMWF modelling system are to 518 be mentioned. 
